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ABSTRACT

Many forms of interaction between computer systems and users
are recorded in the form of event records, such as login events, API
call records, bank transaction records, etc. These records are often
comprised of high-dimensional categorical variables, such as user
name, zip code, autonomous system number, etc. In this work, we
consider anomaly detection for such data sets, where each record
consists of multi-dimensional, potentially very high-cardinality,
categorical variables. Our proposed technique, named Cadence,
uses a combination of neural networks, low-dimensional represen-
tation learning and noise contrastive estimation. Our approach is
based on estimating conditional probability density functions gov-
erning observed events, which are assumed to be mostly normal.
This conditional modeling approach allows Cadence to consider
each event in its own context, thereby significantly improving its
accuracy. We evaluate our proposed method using both synthetic
and real world data sets. Our results show that Cadence performs
significantly better than existing methods at real-world anomaly
detection tasks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Huge volumes of event records, such as api call records, login event
records, bank transactions, function call records, etc. are being col-
lected ubiquitously by broad range of organizations in hopes of
identifying security incidents and malicious behaviors. However,
recognizing malicious behavior in such data sets has proved to be
a daunting task. Machine learning approaches, in particular, are
yet to make consistent strides towards a solution, despite their
astonishing advances in other domains, such as computer vision
and natural language processing. One of the main reasons for that
is lack of labelled data. That is, known malicious events are very
scarce and usually not enough to train supervised methods. Even if,
in a rare case, a supervised method could be trained using available
labelled data, it would be unlikely to generalize to other cases, or to
the same case at a different point in time, since malicious activity
patterns continuously and rapidly evolve—i.e., suffer concept drift.
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As a result, unsupervised anomaly detection methods, where char-
acteristics of normal events are captured from unlabelled data and
outliers are marked as anomalies, remain to be a promising avenue
to explore for identifying malicious events.

Motivated by this, we consider anomaly detection for data sets of
event records. Our approach is based on the statistical notion that
normal events are governed by an unknown probability distribution,
which can be estimated using unlabeled training data [4]. Once
estimated, the density function can be used at testing time to mark
low-probability events as anomalies. However, low probability in a
global sense does not necessarily indicate anomalies. For example,
in a data set containing login event records of millions of users, a
login activity in the middle of the night from an obscure browser is
a very rare event—i.e., occurs with a low probability—in general,
but may be quite normal for a specific user. Similarly, a globally
common pattern can be rather abnormal for certain users. Therefore,
it is crucial to consider each event in its own context [47]. To
achieve this, instead of estimating joint probability distribution
over all features, our approach focuses on estimating conditional
probability distribution functions conditioned on a user-specified
subset of features representing the context.

There are a few challenges in estimating probability density
functions governing event records. First, most event records consist
of very high-cardinality categorical features. For example, users’
interactions with a web service are typically recorded by events
containing features like user name, source autonomous system
number, browser, operating system, user agent, etc., each taking
one of hundreds of thousands, if not millions of possible values. Es-
timating probability density in such a high-dimensional categorical
space is hard, since any realistic size of training data set is inevitably
very sparse and cannot cover all possible feature combinations. In
addition, different feature values are not semantically equidistant
from each other. For example, autonomous systems from the same
country are semantically more similar to each other than those from
different countries. Ideally, density estimation models should be
able to capture such semantic relationships from training data. One
way to address these challenges is to learn low-dimensional vector
representations of categorical features as part of the model. Low-
dimensional representation learning has shown to be very effective
in modelling high-dimensional categorical data sets especially for
various natural language processing tasks [36]. Recently, it has also
been shown as a promising direction for detecting anomalies in
high-dimensional data sets [15, 59].

Combining low-dimesional representation learning [15] with
conditional anomaly detection [47], in this paper we propose a neu-
ral network model and an accompanying training procedure, called
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Cadence: Conditional Anomaly Detection for Events Using Noise-
Contrastive Estimation. Cadence estimates conditional probability
density functions for high-dimesional categorical data sets using a
specific training procedure based on noise-contrastive estimation
principle (NCE) [25]. In NCE, which is adopted also by [15], proba-
bility density estimation is reformulated as a binary classification
task, where the goal is to discriminate observed data points from
random data points sampled from a known noise distribution. But
in contrast to [15], Cadence allows users to specify a set of features
to represent contextual information and use an extension of NCE to
estimate corresponding conditional probability density functions.

We demonstrate the efficacy of Cadence using both synthetic
and real-world data sets. We use multiple synthetic data sets gener-
ated by known probability distributions with varying degrees of
correlation among features to measure the accuracy of probability
density estimations. Our experiments show that, Cadence esti-
mates probability density functions substantially more accurately
than [15]. In addition, we use real-world authentication events from
Los Alamos National Laboratory [28] to gauge how Cadence per-
forms under a real anomaly detection task, where the goal is to
identify a handful of known injected compromised events, which
constitute approximately 0.02% of the entire test data set. Our re-
sults show that Cadence is significantly better than several state of
the art anomaly detection baseline algorithms, both in terms of the
area under the precision-recall curve (PRAUC) and the precision at
top K. Specifically, Cadence provides a 14−16% increase in PRAUC
in absolute terms and leads to 1.7 − 6.1x increase in the number of
positive detections, over various anomaly detection baselines.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In Section 2 we
provide some background to noise contrastive estimation and how
to extend it to estimate conditional probability density functions.
We also discuss basics of low-dimensional representation learning
in Section 2. In Section 3, we elaborate our method and in Section 4
we provide implemetataion details. We then present experimental
results in Section 5. Following that, we discuss the limitations of our
approach in Section 6. Finally, we provide related work in Section
7 and conclude in Section 8.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we discuss the noise-contrastive estimation tech-
nique and motivate our choice of using this technique for estimat-
ing (conditional) probability density functions that form our basis
for anomaly detection. We also discuss prior work on using low-
dimensional distributed representations for representing discrete
entities, a concept we borrow for representing categorical features
that comprise events.

2.1 Probability density estimation using Noise

Contrastive Estimation (NCE)

Given data D consisting of samples x , noise contrastive estimation
(NCE) [25] is a technique to learn the underlying probability density
function pD (x). It does so by reducing the density estimation prob-
lem to a binary classification task of distinguishing the observed
data points from random data points sampled from a known noise
distribution.

Formally, in NCE, for each sample x ∈ D, one draws K random
samples x ′ from a known noise distribution q and then trains a
binary classifier that discriminates between samples x and samples
x ′. The posterior probability that a sample came from the data
distribution P(D |x) is given by:

P(D = 1|x) =
P(x |D = 1).P(D = 1)∑
D∈{0,1}

P(x |D).P(D)

=
pD (x)

pD (x) + K .q(x)

(1)

Assuming a family of probability distribution functions pθ parame-
terized by θ , the posterior probability is:

P(D = 1|x, θ ) =
pθ (x, θ )

pθ (x, θ ) + K .q(x)

=
1

1 + e− log (pθ (x ,θ ))+log (K .q(x ))

To fit this model to the data, similar to logistic regression [26], NCE
maximizes the log-likelihood logP(D |x, θ ), i.e., minimizes the cross
entropy loss, over all samples. This essentially fits log (pθ (x, θ )) −
log (K .q(x)) to the log odds ratio and hence fits pθ (x, θ ) to pD (x).
More specifically, Gutmann et. al [25] show that for a fixed K ,
under some weak assumptions on the noise distribution q, pθ (x, θ∗)
obtained as follows:

θ∗ = max

θ

∑
x ∈D

(
logP(D = 1|x, θ ) +

∑
x ′∼q

logP(D = 0|x ′, θ )
)

is a consistent estimate of pD (x), and equality is achieved in the
limit of large sample sizes, i.e., pθ (x, θ∗) = pD (x).

One, typically, uses standard optimization algorithms such as
stochastic gradient descent [10] to learn the optimum parameters
θ∗ that maximize the above objective function. When a non-linear
function approximator is used to model pθ , such as in a feed for-
ward neural network, one cannot guarantee convergence to the
global optimum. However, the solution to the optimization problem
converges to a local optimum that mostly works well in practice.

Noise contrastive estimation estimates the probability density
function in the limit irrespective of the choice of the noise dis-
tribution q. However, in practice, for faster convergence, a good
candidate for q is a noise distribution that is close to the data distri-
bution pD . Otherwise, the discriminating task is too easy for the
model to learn much structure from the data [25].

2.2 Estimating Conditional Densities Using

NCE

Following [40], NCE can be used to estimate conditional prob-
ability density functions as well. Given dataset D consisting of
samples of the form (x1, x2), one can estimate the conditional prob-
ability density function pD (x1 |x2) as follows– for each sample
x = (x1, x2) ∈ D, (1) construct a negative sample of the form
x ′ = (x ′1, x2) by drawing x ′1 from a known noise distribution q and
(2) train a binary classifier that learns to discriminate between x
and x ′. One can show that the posterior probability P(D |x1, x2) is
given by
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P(D = 1|x1, x2) =
pD (x1 |x2)

pD (x1 |x2) + K .q(x1 |x2)

and a model, parameterized by θ , learns pD (x1 |x2) by maximizing
log P(D |x1, x2, θ ) on the positive and negative data. Mnih et al. [40]
used this in a language modeling task to estimate PD (w |c)– the
probability of the next word w in a sentence, given the context c
consisting of the sequence of prior words. They used the unigram
distribution over words, where words are sampled in proportion to
their frequencies in the training dataset, as the noise distribution.

The salient aspect of NCE is that it is an unnormalized probabil-
ity model, meaning that one does not need to explicitly impose the
normalization condition on the learned probabilities. The optimiza-
tion problem above guarantees to converge on probability density
functions that are properly normalized. NCE is therefore a particu-
larly attractive technique for modeling discrete probability density
functions when the vocabulary size is large, as explicitly normal-
izing the probabilities for a large vocabulary is computationally
very expensive [15, 16]. We choose NCE for density estimation for
precisely the same reason, as opposed to adapting other techniques
such as word2vec [36] for our purpose. We want to learn probability
densities over a multi-dimensional, high-cardinality event space.
The product space for events, or in other words the vocabulary size,
can be huge, and using an unnormalized model such as NCE is a
natural choice.

When NCE is used to estimate probability over a single entity
such as the probability of words, using the unigram distribution as
noise is extremely popular and has been shown to work well [40].
However, in a multi-dimensional setting as ours, where an event
consists of multiple entities, computing the unigram distribution
explodes over the exponential space and additionally, using it as
the noise distribution does not work well [15]. Successfully using
NCE to estimate probability densities over a multi-dimensional
event space in the context of anomaly detection is one of the main
technical challenges that we address in this work.

2.3 Low-dimensional Distributed

Representations for Discrete Entities

Orthogonal to the choice of the technique for estimating prob-
ability densities, a question that arises when one is estimating
functions over discrete entities is the question of representations.
Traditional representations such as one-hot encoding, tf-idf, etc.
represent discrete entities as indices in a vocabulary [23]. However,
these representations have no notion of similarity between enti-
ties as each entity is treated as an atomic unit. Following Mikolov
et al.’s seminal work on word embeddings [36, 37], embeddings
have become very popular for representing discrete entities as vec-
tors in a low-dimensional continuous space. Contingent on the
downstream neural network models, embedding vectors learned
from the data have been shown to respect relationships that exist
between entities, for example, linear regularities between words
in word2vec [36]. To learn relationships between different event
entities that are implicit in the data, we follow the same approach.
We use embedding layers in our neural network model to embed
entities into a low-dimensional vector representation and use noise

contrastive estimation to learn probability densities over these vec-
tor representations.

3 CADENCE: CONDITIONAL ANOMALY

DETECTION FOR EVENTS USING

NOISE-CONTRASTIVE ESTIMATION

In this section we describe our algorithm Cadence: Conditional
Anomaly Detection for Events using Noise-Contrastive Estimation.
We begin by describing the problem setting, followed by the threat
model, followed by a detailed description of the algorithm.

3.1 Problem Setting

Let an event e be a collection of discrete entities that are partitioned
into a set of event attributes A and a set of contextual attributes
C. So, e = (a, c) ∈ A × C, where A = A1 × . . . × An and C =

C1 × . . . × Cm . Note that all the event attributes and the contextual
attributes that describe an event are discrete and some, possibly,
have a high cardinality. In this work we focus on the problem of
identifying conditional anomalies for events, where the anomalous
behavior is determined by the values for the event attributes A
conditioned on the context C.

Conditional anomaly detection, introduced in [47], provides a
natural definition for anomalies in many real world applications
where data instances tend to be similar within a context and vary
across contexts [13]. To be more specific, consider the following
concrete examples:

Example 1. Consider a web service login event described as
a tuple consisting of the user id, the source autonomous system
number, the source IP address and the user agent. As we expect the
login activity to vary from one user to another or among groups
of users, anomalies in the login activity conditioned on attributes
that describe the user profile, such as the user id, are naturally more
interesting.

Example 2. As mentioned in [13], the time of purchase can be
considered as a good choice of contextual attribute for credit card
fraud detection, since purchasing patterns of users might change
throughout a year. That is, spending an exhorbitant amount during
the week of Christmasmight be considered normal for an individual.
However, spending the same amount during a week in July will be
considered anomalous, if it does not conform to the individual’s
normal behavior during that week.

By taking a contextual view of the data and conditioning anom-
alies on the user provided context, Cadence is able to detect anom-
alies that might not be detected if one had taken a global view.
Defining a proper context for events varies for each use case and
data set and requires domain knowledge. Generally speaking, the
context variables shoould be chosen in such a way that event at-
tributes follow predictable patterns given context variables.

3.2 Threat Model

Generally speaking, Cadence detects security incidents which are
assocated with rare events. More specifically, Cadence can detect
both external security compromises as well as insider attacks, as
long as the security incident involves events that have a small like-
lihood of occurrence under normal operation, given the attacked
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context. This holds true when the attacker has limited or no knowl-
edge about the underlying distribution that generates events for a
given context or when the attacker doesn’t have control over some
of the event attributes.

If all the events in a security incident have a high probability
of occurrence under the event distribution, it implies that the at-
tributes we use to describe security incidents are inadequate and are
unable to differentiate normal operation from attack scenarios. For
example, if an attacker logs into the victim’s account from a com-
pletely different autonomous system and if the source autonomous
system is not one of the attributes monitored during web logins,
then this compromised login event will seem completely normal as
far as any anomaly detection system is concerned. Such a situation
might also happen when the anomalous attack event occurs outside
the scope of the events we monitor for anomaly detection. Cadence
will not be able to defend against security attacks in both these
scenarios.

Note, in the above discussion, we assume that the normal op-
eration does not include abundance of security incidents that can
measurably alter the event distribution. Also, we assume that the
event distribution is static and does not change during testing time.
In Section 6, we discuss how one can deploy Cadence in a real-
world setting when these assumptions do not hold.

3.3 Cadence: Algorithmic Details

We reduce the problem of detecting conditional anomalies to the
problem of learning the conditional probability distribution of
events, under normal operation. So, we flag as anomalies those
events that have a low probability of occurrence under the learned
distribution in their corresponding contexts. This low density re-
jection strategy for anomaly detection has been proposed in the
literature in various flavors, for detecting both point anomalies
as well as conditional anomalies [11, 13, 20, 47, 48], and is a good
heuristic for detecting security incidents under the above described
threat model.

Formally, for an event e = (a, c) where a represents the event
attributes and c represents the contextual attributes, we model con-
ditional anomalies as events with a low conditional probability
P(a |c). As we motivate in Section 2, estimating probability den-
sity functions such as this over a high-cardinality, sparse, discrete
event space is not easy. We present Cadence, which is a novel algo-
rithm, based on noise contrastive estimation (NCE), that learns this
conditional probability distribution towards accurate conditional
anomaly detection.

A naive application of NCE to learn the conditional probability
distribution of events does not work in our setting, when one is
estimating a probability distribution over multiple attributes. In
this scenario, using the popular unigram distribution as the noise
distribution in NCE does not work well and coming up with a good
noise distribution warrants a separate solution [15]. In this work,
however, we do not address this problem by proposing a new NCE
noise distribution, as in [15]. Instead, we model the conditional
density estimation problem differently that allows us to estimate
the conditional probability of a single event attribute at a time using
NCE, with the simple unigram noise distribution.

For an event e = (a, c), wherea = (a1, . . . ,an ) and c = (c1 . . . cm ),
the conditional probability distribution P(a |c) can be expressed in
the following manner using Bayes’ rule:

P(a |c) = P(a1..n |c1..m )

=

n∏
i=1

P(ai |ai+1..n, c1..m )
(2)

where, for any variable α , αi ..j denotes the set {αi ,αi+1, . . . α j }
when i ≤ j and the empty set otherwise. Note, in the right hand
side, all the conditional probability distributions P(ai |ai+1..n, c1..m )

are distributions over a single event attribute ai . Instead of learning
the entire conditional probability distribution P(a |c) in one shot, we
learn these individual conditional probability distributions for all
attributes ai using NCE, in a joint manner, simultaneously. When
we have learned all the individual conditional probabilities, their
product estimates P(a |c). Note that, Equation 2 does not make any
assumptions and applies to all distributions. While any ordering
of variables in Equation 2 is theoretically equivalent, in practice
different orderings may yield different anomaly detection perfor-
mances. Currently, we treat specific ordering of attributes as a
hyperparamter and use basic hyper paramter optimization tech-
niques (i.e. grid search) to figure out the best setting. We leave
investigating why certain orderings work better than others in
practice as future work.

Figure 1 illustrates the neural architecture used by Cadence.
First, we map each input event attribute into a low-dimensional
continuous representation via embeddings that are learned as part
of the model training procedure. As we described in Section 2, this
allows us to learn relationships between discrete event entities
that are implicit in the data. Similar to field-aware factorization
machines [27] and the work on word embeddings [39], we learn two
different embeddings for each event attribute– the first embedding
is used while estimating the conditional probability distribution of
the attribute, and the second embedding is used when this attribute
appears as a context while estimating the conditional probability
distribution of a different attribute. For an attributeT , let hT : T →

Rd be the embedding function that embeds T when its conditional
probability density function is estimated. And, let дT : T → Rd be
the embedding function that embedsT when it appears as a context
in the conditional probability density function for other attributes.

We learn the conditional probability distribution function over
these embedded representations using NCE, as described in Sec-
tion 2. To estimate P(ai |ai+1..n, c1..m ), for each positive sample
e = (a1 . . . an, c1 . . . cm ) ∈ D, we construct K negative samples of
the form e ′ = (a1 . . . a′i . . . an, c1 . . . cm ), where a′i ∼ qi , where qi is
the unigram distribution over Ai . As mentioned before, we use the
embedding functions дAj , j ∈ Ai+1..n , and дCk , k ∈ C1..m , to em-
bed the respective attributes to create the context for attribute Ai .
We represent the combined context vi as a weighted combination
of the embedding representations of the context attributes:

vi =
n∑

j=i+1
wi j .д

Aj (aj ) +
m∑
k=1

w ′
ik .д

Ck (ck )

And, we model the log probability log P(ai |ai+1..n, c1..m ) as a dot
product between the context vi and the embedding representation
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of attribute ai :

log piθ (ai |ai+1..n, c1..m ) = vi ⊙ hAi (ai )

Here, the parameters θ include the embedding functions дT and hT
that are shared across all NCE models that individually estimate
conditional probability densities for each event attribute, and the
weightswi j ,w

′
ik for each i . Our network architecture that models

the conditional probability density function for each attribute ai
is based on the vector log-bilinear model in [39] that uses NCE to
learn word embeddings. However, we combine these individual
NCE models in a novel way that allows us to estimate conditional
probability distribution functions over arbitrary discrete events
consisting of multiple attributes.

Following Section 2, the posterior probability for the individual
NCE discriminators is given by:

Pi (D = 1|ai ..n, c1..m, θ ) =
piθ (ai |ai+1..n, c1..m )

piθ (ai |ai+1..n, c1..m ) + K .qi (ai )

We learn the parametersθ bymaximizing the posterior log-likelihood
for all the discriminators in a joint manner:

θ∗ = max

θ
J (θ ), where J (θ ) =

n∑
i=1

Ji (θ ),

Ji (θ ) =
∑
e ∈D

(
log Pi (D = 1|ai ..n, c1..m, θ )+∑

e ′∼qi

log Pi (D = 0|ai ..n, c1..m, θ )
)

Note that we learn the normalization constant for the probability
distribution functions as part of the network, as in [40, 51, 62], and
do not model it separately as suggested in the original work on
NCE [25]. Once we obtain the optimum parameters θ∗ as above,
the anomaly score for an event e = (a, c) is:

anomaly score(e) = −log P(a |c) = −
∑
i
log piθ ∗

4 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented Cadence in Python as an MXNet mod-
ule [14]. Our implementation is general to any event dataset. The
user specifies the event attributes that describe an anomalous be-
havior and the contextual attributes that provide the context for the
conditional anomalies. In addition, the user is required to provide
an ordering of variables in Equation 2 that lead to equivalent, yet
different, Bayes’ factorizations for modeling the conditional prob-
ability distribution for events. We implemented our own logic to
negatively sample attributes from their respective unigram distri-
butions for noise-contrastive estimation. As we negatively sample,
in addition to the label information, the training module receives
an attribute id nid that specifies the attribute that was negatively
sampled in the given sample. We equivalently express the training
objective J (θ ) described in Section 3.3 on a per-sample basis as

Figure 1: Neural architecture of Cadence.

follows:

J (θ ) =
∑
e

Je (θ ), where

Je (θ ) =
n∑
i=1

y . log Pi (D = 1) +

(1 − y) . 1[nid = i] . log Pi (D = 0)

Here, nid acts as a selector that selects the appropriate term log

Pi (D = 0) for each negatively labeled sample. We use the Adam op-
timizer [30] available in MXNet for learning the model parameters
that optimize this objective function. We run all our experiments
on a Tesla V100 GPU machine.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate Cadence, first on a few synthetic
datasets and then on real-world network authentication dataset
from the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [28].

5.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Datasets

First, we investigate the effects of conditional modeling and how
Cadence performs under different conditions. To do that, we evalu-
ate how well Cadence is able to identify anomalous data points in
synthetic datasets generated from various probability distributions
with differing complexities. To serve as a baseline, we compare
Cadence with APE [15], which is an anomaly detection algorithm
for events also based on noise-contrastive estimation. As opposed
to Cadence, however, APE models joint probabilities over event
attributies and hence is not a contextual anomaly detection method.
Cadence, on the other hand, considers each event in its own context
by modeling conditional probabilities given context parameters.

In the remaining of this section, we first explain howwe generate
synthetic datasets, then we discuss how we set hyperparamters and
finally we give the details of our experiments and present results.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Bayesian network that expresses the conditional

dependence structure in the (a) low dependence (b) medium

dependence and (c) high dependence synthetic dataset.

5.1.1 Synthetic Datasets. We synthetically create datasets by draw-
ing samples from three different distributions that have a low,
medium and high dependence between variables, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. All datasets involve three categorical variables– a, b and c .
In the low dependence dataset, variable a depends only on b and b
is independent of c . In the medium dependence dataset, a depends
only on b and b depends only on c . Finally, the high dependence
dataset has all dependencies– a depends on b and c and b depends
on variable c . Both variables a and b have a cardinality 100 and their
probabilities are distributed according to the power law distribution
f (x) ∝ x−k , where k = 5. As mentioned, the distributions for a
and b respect the respective dataset dependencies. We ensure this
when we draw samples for a and b from the power law distribution
by seeding the random seed with the values of its parent variables
in the dependency graph (refer Figure 2). Variable c is uniformly
distributed and has a cardinality 1000. For all the three datasets, we
generate a train and test set consisting of 300K and 100K samples
respectively.

Since c is uniformly distributed, the joint probability P(a,b, c) is
equal to the conditional probability P(a,b |c) up to a constant mul-
tiplicative factor. As a result, for any sampled dataset, the rank list
of events with the smallest joint probability is same as the ranklist
with the smallest conditional probability. Hence, on these datasets,
we can compare Cadence and APE for anomaly detection with
parity, even though they estimate different probability densities to
model anomalies.

5.1.2 Hyperparameter Settings. We used the following hyperpa-
rameter values for training a Cadence model on the synthetic
datasets – the mini batch size is 5K samples, the negative sampling
rate is 10 negative samples per positive sample, the learning rate
is 10−3, the weight decay for regularization [23] is 10−4, and the
embedding dimension is 128. Varying the hyperparameter values
effects the performance of both Cadence and the APE algorithm
in similar ways. So, in these experiments, we choose the same
hyperparameter values for APE as well.

5.1.3 Detecting Anomalies. In our experiments with synthetic data,
we assume that the abnormality of an event is inversely propor-
tional to its conditional probability, P(a,b |c), and the bottom 1%
of events with the lowest conditional probabilities are anomalies.
Based on these assumptions, we evaluate the precision in identi-
fying these anomalies at a test bandwidth of 1%. In Figure 4, we
plot Cadence’s performance in terms of the precision @ 1% on the
synthetic datasets. The precision ranges from 12% − 57% for the

high to the low dependence dataset. This is significant given that
anomalies consist of only 1% of all events. In comparison to APE
(see Figure 3), Cadence improves the precision from 40.4% to 57.7%,
28% to 43.8%, and 11.1% to 12.8% on the low, the medium and the
high dependence dataset (based on results at epoch = 30). Note,
this increase in performance at anomaly detection over APE is due
to our improvements in modeling the respective probability distri-
butions. We observed similar improvements in terms of precision
@ K% for other values of K .

5.2 Evaluation on the LANL Dataset

We next evaluate Cadence’s effectiveness at identifying anomalies
in a real-world setting using Los Alamos National Labaratories au-
thentication dataset [28]. We also compare Cadence’s performance
with several state-of-the-art anomaly detection baselines. In the
remaining of this section, we first give details of the dataset, then
describe the experimental setup and finally present our results.

5.2.1 LANL Authentication Dataset. Los Alamos authentication
dataset [28] is a labeled dataset consisting of authentication events
recorded within the Los Alamos National Laboratory’s internal
computer network over a time period spanning around two months.
In addition to the normal event activity, the dataset includes a
small set of compromised authentication events that were initiated
by a team of white-hat penetration testers. We compare differ-
ent algorithms in terms of their effectiveness at detecting these
compromised events, which form ground truth for bad behavior
that is different from the normal user and computer activity in the
network.

5.2.2 Experimental Setup. We describe an authentication event
using the following fields present in the dataset– source user (su),
source computer (sc), destination computer (dc) and authentication
type (at). We split the data into a train dataset, which consists of all
authentication events that occur in the network within a specific
time window, and a test dataset, which consists of events (both
normal as well as compromised) that occur at a time subsequent to
the training window. Since the maximum number of compromised
authentication events are recorded on the 9th day (261/702 total
compromised events), we consider a training window spanning day
1 - day 8 and test the algorithms on authentication events recorded
on day 9. We create three different smaller datasets from this data,
by uniformly sampling, in each dataset, 1000 different source users
and additionally include, in all the datasets, all the source users
who have compromised events in the test data. This ensures that
all the compromised events on day 9 are present in all the three
test datasets. We perform all experiments reported in this section
on these datasets. Basic statistics about these datasets is described
in Table 1. Note that these training datasets consist of 6.5M − 8.6M
events and compromised events constitute a very small fraction
0.02 − 0.025% of the total events in the test datasets.

5.2.3 Anomaly Detection Baselines. For a fair evaluation of Ca-
dence, we compare its performance with state of the art anomaly
detection algorithms as baselines. The baseline methods are de-
scribed below:
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(a) Low dependence dataset (b) Medium dependence dataset (c) High dependence dataset

Figure 3: Performance comparison between Cadence and APE [15] at anomaly detection in the synthetic datasets.

Dataset
Training data spanning day 1 - day 8 Test data recorded on day 9

# records # source # source # destination # auth. # normal # compromised % of anomalies
users comp. comp. type events events

LANL dataset1 7.20M 1019 2707 2714 14 1.04M 261 0.025%
LANL dataset2 6.57M 1041 2635 2720 5 0.96M 261 0.027%
LANL dataset3 8.63M 1038 2630 2704 14 1.20M 261 0.021%

Table 1: Statistics about the Los Alamos authentication datasets considered in the experiments

Anomaly detection algorithm
Model at epoch = 30 Model at epoch ≤ 30 with best PRAUC

PRAUC Precision @ 100 Precision @ 261 PRAUC Precision @ 100 Precision @ 261
(# detections) (# detections) (# detections) (# detections)
Los Alamos authentication Dataset 1

Cadence 0.300 0.325 (32.5) 0.335 (87.5) 0.328 0.350 (35.0) 0.376 (98.0)

APE 0.162 0.185 (18.5) 0.210 (55.0) 0.178 0.165 (16.5) 0.164 (43.0)
DAGMM 0.013 0.000 (0.0) 0.000 (0.0) 0.035 0.000 (0.0) 0.000 (0.0)
iForest n/a n/a n/a 0.070 0.030 (3.0) 0.065 (17.0)

Los Alamos authentication Dataset 2
Cadence 0.253 0.270 (27.0) 0.182 (47.5) 0.377 0.485 (48.5) 0.425 (111.0)

APE 0.177 0.260 (26.0) 0.159 (41.5) 0.217 0.285 (28.5) 0.227 (59.0)
DAGMM 0.024 0.045 (4.5) 0.055 (14.5) 0.067 0.008 (8.0) 0.100 (26.0)
iForest n/a n/a n/a 0.113 0.02 (2.0) 0.176 (46.0)

Los Alamos authentication Dataset 3
Cadence 0.191 0.055 (5.5) 0.185 (48.0) 0.244 0.125 (12.5) 0.191 (50.0)

APE 0.101 0.040 (4.0) 0.044 (11.5) 0.104 0.040 (4.0) 0.032 (8.5)
DAGMM 0.010 0.030 (3.0) 0.011 (3.0) 0.027 0.025 (2.5) 0.013 (3.5)
iForest n/a n/a n/a 0.097 0.050 (5.0) 0.080 (21.0)

Table 2: Performance at anomaly detection on the Los Alamos authentication data [28]

• Anomaly Detection via Probabilistic Pairwise Interaction and

Entity Embedding (APE) [15]: APE uses the noise contrastive
estimation technique with a "context-dependent" noise distri-
bution to model the joint probability of events. It models this
joint probability distribution by using the weighted pairwise
interactions of embeddings of different entity types.

• Deep Autoencoding Gaussian Mixture Model for Unsupervised

Anomaly Detection (DAGMM) [61]: DAGMM utilizes a deep
autoencoder to obtain a low-dimensional representation and

reconstruction error for each input event data that is fur-
ther fed into a Gaussian mixture model. DAGMM trains by
jointly optimizing the parameters of both the deep autoen-
coder and the mixture model, simultaneously. Events with
a low probability under the mixture model are predicted as
anomalies.

• Isolation Forest (iForest) [32]: iForest builds an ensemble of
trees where each tree is fitted to a different sub-sample of
the dataset and features in the dataset. For each tree, iForest
isolates the anomalies by recursively partitioning the event
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Figure 4: Cadence’s performance at anomaly detection in

the high, the medium and the low dependence synthetic

datasets.

Figure 5: Number of authentication events initiated by dif-

ferent source users in LANL authentication dataset [28]

(both axes are in log scale).

space as it constructs the tree. Events that require fewer
number of splits for isolation are predicted as anomalies.

5.2.4 Modeling Details and the Hyperparameter Settings. In the
Los Alamos data, we expect the authentication activity to vary
across different source users or across group of users. Figure 5
confirms this, to some extent, as the number of authentication
events initiated by different source users follows an approximate
power law distribution (indicated by the dotted line in the figure).
To factor out expected differences in behaviors of different source
users, we model anomalies as P(dc, sc,at |su) where su, sc,dc, and
at is the source user, source computer, destination computer and
the authentication type associated with an event respectively. In
addition, we instantiate Cadence with the following factorization
for the conditional probability density:

P(dc, sc,at |su) = P(dc |sc,at, su).P(sc |at, su).P(at |su)

The effect of varying the hyperparameter values on Cadence’s
performance is described in detail in Section 5.2.6. In the exper-
iments in this section, we instantiate Cadence with a 50K mini
batch size, negative sampling rate per attribute 10, learning rate
10−3, weight decay 10−5 and the embedding dimension 128. We

Figure 6: TSNE visualization of the embedded representa-

tion of the source users.

obtained these hyperparameter values by minimizing perplexity [7]
on a validation set. Varying the hyperparameter values effects the
performance of both Cadence and APE in similar ways. We use the
same hyperparameter values for the mini batch size, the negative
sampling rate and the embedding dimension for APE.

For DAGMM, we use a one-hot encoding for representing the
source user, source computer, destination computer and the authen-
tication type of an event. This results in an input vector of ∼6800
dimensions for the three datasets. We instantiate DAGMM with the
same network architecture that was used by the authors in [61]. We
use a 1K mini batch size and 16 mixture components in DAGMM’s
guassian mixture model, as that gave the best results. We train all
the three neural network models– Cadence, APE, DAGMM for 30
epochs.

For iForest, we use an ensemble of 100 estimators. Each tree
estimator is fit on a 0.5 subsample of the training dataset, with
replacement. We use a contamination rate of 1e − 4. This gave the
best results for iForest and is close to the fraction of anomalies in
our test dataset.

5.2.5 Experimental Results. We present the experimental results
on the Los Alamos authentication datasets in Table 2, where we
tabulate for each algorithm, the performance reported by the model
obtained at epoch = 30, as well as the performance of the model
obtained at an earlier epoch that has the best precision-recall charac-
teristics. Since there is a natural class imbalance in security datasets,
we measure the performance of a model in terms of the area under
the precision-recall curve (PRAUC). Also, since machine learning
algorithms for security are most commonly deployed with humans
in the loop, we additionally report for each model its performance
with respect to precision@K and the number of correct detections

@K , for K = {100, 261} (note all the three datasets have 261 known
compromised events). All results in Table 2 are averages over two
different runs.

We observe that Cadence is very effective in detecting com-
promised events in all the three Los Alamos datasets. These are
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Precision-recall curves as one varies the (a) negative sampling rate per attribute (b) vector dimension (c) batch size,

keeping the other hyper-parameter values fixed (the default values for the negative sampling rate = 10, vector dimension = 128
and batch size = 50K ; results obtained on the Los Alamos authentication dataset 1).

hard datasets with the fraction of compromised events just rang-
ing 0.02 − 0.025%. Using Cadence to detect anomalies improves
the PRAUC significantly, to 32%, 37% and 24% respectively (con-
sidering the best performance of the models). A security engineer
can use Cadence to rank these security events on a regular basis.
In the Los Alamos datasets, of the total 1M events, top-100 most
anomalous events contain 12 − 48 compromise incidents. This is
much higher than other baseline algorithms. Cadence improves
the PRAUC over these three baselines at least by +15%, +16% and
+14% on the three Los Alamos datasets. This translates to at least
1.7 − 3.1x and 1.8 − 6.1x more detections of compromised events
at a test bandwidth K = 100 and K = 261 respectively. This shows
that Cadence significantly outperforms the APE, DAGMM and the
iForest baselines at detecting compromised events in the real-world
Los Alamos dataset. Since Cadence and APE model anomalies us-
ing different probability distributions but learn these distributions
using similar techniques based on NCE, our results strongly attest
to the advantages of using conditional anomaly detection, for the
right choice of the context.

Figure 6 shows a TSNE visualization [34] of the source users
obtained from a Cadence model, trained on one of the Los Alamos
datasets. The visualization confirms that our training procedure
is able to learn a non-trivial distance metric between contexts.
Observe that TSNE visualization reveals several small clusters con-
sisting of a few users. As opposed to training different models for
different users, which is not practically feasible, Cadence is able
to take advantage of these learned distances and learn a user’s
probability distribution not only from its own events but also from
the events of other similar users.

5.2.6 Effect of Hyperparameters. In Figure 7, we plot the obtained
precision recall curves as we vary, one at a time, the negative sam-
pling rate per attribute, the dimension of the vector embeddings
and the mini batch size, keeping the values of the other hyperpa-
rameters fixed. Cadence reports an increase in performance as we
increase the negative sampling rate and the vector dimension up
to a point; the performance begins to decrease beyond negative
sampling rate = 10 and vector dimension = 128. On the other hand,
surprisingly, we continuously witness an improvement in its perfor-
mance as we increase the mini batch size from 1K samples to a value

as large as 100K . Typically, in deep neural networks one prefers
very small batch sizes as they lead to flat minimizers that generalize
well [29]. Our results show this is not the case for Cadence. We
suspect this is because our neural architecture is not very deep. In
addition, even though our model has several parameters, the loss
function does not exhibit lots of non-linearity. In accordance with
the experimental results, we choose a fairly large value for the mini
batch size– 50K , in our experiments. A large batch size also allows
us to better utilize data parallelism available on the GPU machine,
effectively increasing our training throughput.

Summary: Cadence is very effective in detecting compromised
events in all the three Los Alamos datasets, with a PRAUC ranging
from 24% − 37%, in a setting where compromised events constitute
a very small fraction 0.02−0.025% of all events. This is significantly
better than the performance of other state of the art anomaly de-
tection baselines– APE, DAGMM and the iForest algorithm. Specif-
ically, Cadence is at least +14 − 16% better in PRAUC in absolute
terms and provides 1.7 − 6.1 times more positive detections over
the APE, DAGMM or the iForest baseline.

6 LIMITATIONS

Cadence is an anomaly detection method and hence suffers from
the same issues that plagues other anomaly detection techniques.
For example, Cadence assumes that training data comprises mostly
normal events. Therefore, if the cleanliness of training data is in
question, then techniques similar to those presented in [17] can be
considered.

In addition, akin to any anomaly detection method in general,
Cadence only detects anomalous events not malicious ones per se.
While most malicious events are anomalous, the reverse is often
not true and there may be numerous benign, yet rare, events in the
dataset. When this happens, Cadence is likely to suffer from high
false positive rates. We address this by modeling the conditional
probability density function that contextualizes the events that are
considered anomalies. Our results on the Los Alamos dataset show
that this ameliorates this problem to some extent.
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Another issue facing Cadence is that we do not model the dy-
namics of the event distributions. That is, we assume that the prob-
ability distribution that we learn remains static and does not evolve
during testing time. Similarly, we assume that normal events do
not inlcude new attribute values (out-of-vocabulary) during test
time. If the event distributions are expected to change with time,Ca-
dence needs to be retrained at frequent intervals such that the most
recently trained model is in sync with the evolving distribution.

Additionally, if there are abrupt changes to the event distribu-
tion, such as those caused on a software update or on a change to
the internal network topology, Cadence would label the events
generated by the new distribution as false positives. However, we
expect, in these situations, one can use available side information,
such as the knowledge about abrupt changes to the distribution, to
take preventive action, such as to retrain the Cadence model or to
discard some of its anomaly predictions.

Finally, we assume there is a uniform threshold on the anom-
aly score irrespective of the context. However, in situations where
the different contexts exhibit a huge variation in their probabil-
ity distributions, one can extend Cadence with a context-specific
threshold on the anomaly scores, as well. Cadenceworks under the
assumption that the training data does not contain anomalies that
can measurably alter the event distribution. Extending Cadence to
settings when the training data itself contains some anomalies is
an interesting future direction.

7 RELATEDWORK

In [13], Chandola et al. survey various anomaly detection tech-
niques as well as their applications. Anomaly detection has been
previously used in various security applications such as intrusion
detection, fraud detection, fault detection etc., in a wide variety of
systems such as online transactions, medical health informatics,
safety critical systems, social networks, cyber security and surviel-
lance [13, 35, 38, 44, 46].

Traditional machine learning based algorithms for anomaly de-
tection include one-class SVM [31], nearest neighbour based anom-
aly detection [58], clustering based anomaly detection [19], depth-
based outlier detection such as in isolation forests [32] and random
cut forests [24]. Density estimation or a low density rejection strat-
egy is another popular heuristic for anomaly detection that has
been explored in various works [11, 18, 20, 47, 48]. While most
algorithms mentioned above work well for continuous domains,
they often break when the task consists of detecting anomalies over
high-cardinality categorical features. This is because the training
dataset is often very sparse. To address this issue, Aggarwal and Yu
propose a subspace projection-based technique in [5], which works
on high-dimensional Euclidean spaces. Additionally, in categorical
spaces, the standard definitions of proximity between data points
become meaningless. In the context of detecting compromised web
logins, Freeman et al. [22] address this issue over the source IP
by smoothing density functions over the fixed geographic hierar-
chy. In line with the recent success of modeling high dimensional
categorical features by learning their low dimensional vector rep-
resentations [36, 41], [15, 57, 61] use embeddings for dealing with
sparsity while estimating densities in high-cardinality categorical
datasets for anomaly detection. Embeddings also feature in other

recent complementary techniques based on autoencoders [6, 59],
factorization machines [60] and deep learning based algorithms
that jointly optimize dimensionality reduction and clustering objec-
tives [52, 54–56]. In contrast to theworks described above,Cadence
is a conditional anomaly detection algorithm and it employs the
conditional density estimation heuristic for detecting anomalies.

Conditional anomaly detection was first proposed by Song et
al. [47] as a general framework for detecting those anomalies that
are conditioned on a domain-specific, user-provided context. The
authors argue this naturally defines anomalies in many real life
applications where data instances tend to be similar within a con-
text. Earlier works on conditional anomaly detection focused on
spatial [11, 33, 45, 49] or temporal contexts [2, 3, 43], and includes
regressive and auto-regressive algorithms for detecting anomalies
in continuous domains [2, 3, 8, 42]. In the context of security, anom-
alies conditioned on user profiles were studied for security auditing,
detecting credit card fraud and intrusion detection [9, 21, 50]. In
these works, one essentially learns a separate anomaly detection
model for each context. Song et al. [47] proposed a more refined
two-step algorithm, where the first step involves clustering the
contexts and the second step trains an anomaly detection model on
data, conditioned on the learned clusters. However, this two-step
approach is sub-optimal. In contrast, Cadence learns a single anom-
aly detection model for all contexts and the training procedure, in
a single step, jointly learns the contexts as well as the anomalies
conditioned on the learned contexts.

For scenarios where the training data itself contains anomalies,
researchers have proposed robust algorithms for clustering [1], lin-
ear regression [42], support vector machines [53], dimensionality
reduction using principal component analysis (PCA) [12], and more
recently deep learning based autoencoders [59]. These algorithms
fit the model on the majority of the data, not all data, and in the
process isolate the anomalies present in the training data. Cadence
works under the assumption that the training data does not contain
anomalies that can measurably alter the event distribution. Extend-
ing Cadence to robust settings is an interesting future direction.

The conditional probability density estimation procedure in Ca-
dence is based on noise contrastive estimation (NCE) [25]. NCE is
an unnormalized model to learn probability density functions. It
does so by reducing the problem to binary classification between
training data and samples drawn from a known noise distribution.
NCE has been recently used in various NLP tasks over sentences
and words such as in language modeling [40, 62] and in machine
translation [51]. The anomaly detection algorithm (APE) proposed
by Chen et al. [15] uses noise contrastive estimation to estimate
the joint event probability and they flag an event as anomalous
if it has low estimated probability. This work is very close to our
algorithm. In contrast to APE, Cadence uses NCE for detecting
conditional anomalies. A comprehensive emperical comparison
with APE in Section 5 shows that Cadence outperforms APE at
the task of density estimation as well as in detecting anomalies in
real world settings.
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8 CONCLUSION

We present Cadence, a novel algorithm for conditional anomaly
detection for events that consist of multiple high-cardinality cate-
gorical features and that abound in various security applications
such as API call records, login event records, etc. Cadence casts
the conditional anomaly detection problem to one of learning the
underlying conditional probability distribution that generates these
events, and marks low probability events as anomalies. It achieves
this by combining low-dimensional representation learning for
these categorical features with a novel application of the noise
contrastive estimation technique for estimating these conditional
probability distributions. Our experiments on real world datasests
confirm that conditioning the anomalies on appropriate contexts
improves their detection. Finally, with a comprehensive experimen-
tal evaluation, we show that Cadence is significantly more effective
in identifying compromised events than several other state of the
art anomaly detection baseline algorithms.
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